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ABSTRACT Recent advances in cough research suggest a more widespread use of cough-provocation
tests to demonstrate the hypersensitivity of the cough reflex arc. Cough-provocation tests with capsaicin or
acidic aerosols have been used for decades in scientific studies. Several factors have hindered their use in
everyday clinical work: i.e. lack of standardisation, the need for special equipment and the limited clinical
importance of the response. Cough-provocation tests with hypertonic aerosols (CPTHAs) involve
provocations with hypertonic saline, hypertonic histamine, mannitol and hyperpnoea. They probably act
via different mechanisms than capsaicin and acidic aerosols. They are safe and well tolerated and the
response is repeatable. CPTHAs can assess not only the sensitivity of the cough reflex arc but also the
tendency of the airway smooth muscles to constrict (airway hyper-responsiveness). They can differentiate
between subjects with asthma or chronic cough and healthy subjects. The responsiveness to CPTHAs
correlates with the cough-related quality of life among asthmatic subjects. Furthermore, the responsiveness
to them decreases during treatment of chronic cough. A severe response to CPTHAs may indicate poor
long-term prognosis in chronic cough. The mannitol test has been stringently standardised, is easy to
administer with simple equipment, and has regulatory approval for the assessment of airway hyperresponsiveness. Manual counting of coughs during a mannitol challenge would allow the measurement of
the function of the cough reflex arc as a part of clinical routine.
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Introduction
Cough-provocation tests have been used for decades in scientific investigations evaluating the sensitivity of
the cough reflex arc and for assessing the antitussive effects of therapies. Several agents have been utilised,
most commonly capsaicin and acidic aerosols like citric acid [1]. The cough response to these agents
involve the stimulation of the transient receptor potential (TRP) vanilloid-1 (TRPV1) [2]. They are
therefore labelled as TRPV1-involved cough-provocation agents in the present review although the action
of acidic agents also involves other receptor types [3, 4]. These tests have not become established in
everyday clinical work for several reasons. There are many methods but these have not been standardised.
The dilutions need to be prepared in special pharmacies and the raw materials are not universally
available. In addition, a nebuliser is needed and this introduces several problems related to calibration,
cleaning and maintenance of the device. The results of the tests are considered to have of limited clinical
significance due to the large variation in cough reflex sensitivity in the normal population [1, 5].
Recent advances in cough research suggest a more widespread use of cough-provocation tests. Chronic
cough is nowadays considered a manifestation of cough hypersensitivity syndrome, indicating a
long-standing hypersensitivity of the cough reflex arc regardless of the background disorder [6, 7]. At the
moment, this condition is defined purely on the basis of symptoms. An objective demonstration of the
hypersensitivity of the cough reflex arc would help to diagnose this syndrome more precisely.
Furthermore, new drugs have been developed that are capable of efficiently modulating cough
hypersensitivity [8]. An objective demonstration of an abnormally functioning cough reflex arc would aid
in patient selection and monitoring the treatment effect.
This review describes a new group of cough-provocation tests: CPTHAs. We will discuss the possible
mechanisms behind the response and evaluate the validity of the accumulated data in investigations of
patients with cough. Finally, we propose a feasible and standardised way to perform a CPTHA that makes
it possible to integrate testing of the cough reflex arc function into the routine assessment of the patient
with respiratory symptoms.

History of CPTHAs
The development of hypertonic airway challenges started when the mechanisms behind exercise-induced
asthma were resolved 40 years ago. It was proposed that evaporative water loss due to exercise-associated
hyperpnoea increases the concentration of solute particles in airway surface liquid, i.e., causes
hyperosmolarity [9, 10]. This, in turn, was thought to trigger the release of bronchoconstrictive mediators
from local inflammatory cells. In airway challenges with hypertonic aerosols, the hyperosmolarity of the
airway surface liquid is achieved by administering via inhalation osmotically active substances into the
airways [11].
It has been known for decades that in addition of bronchoconstriction, hypertonic aerosols also can trigger
cough [11]. Initially, the cough response was regarded as an unspecific side effect of hypertonic aerosols.
However, in 2004 it was found that asthmatic subjects exhibit a far greater cough response to inhaled
mannitol than healthy individuals. This finding suggested that the cough response to mannitol could be
exploited to investigate the function of the cough reflex arc in asthma [12]. Subsequently, other patient
groups have also been investigated and other hypertonic agents have been utilised. The key study by
Purokivi et al. revealed that the cough response to inhaled hypertonic saline correlates well with the cough
response to dry air hyperpnoea [13]. This finding suggested that the mechanisms behind the cough
responses to these stimuli are the same. Therefore, cough-provocation tests with hyperpnoea are included
in this review and regarded as a form of CPTHA.

The possible mechanisms of hypertonic aerosol-provoked cough
In addition to cough, hypertonic aerosols induce bronchoconstriction. Since bronchoconstriction itself can
provoke cough [14–17], the investigators initially assumed that the cough response was secondary to the
induced bronchoconstriction. Indeed, an early study revealed a significant association between the cough
response and the bronchoconstrictive response to mannitol [12]. However, it was demonstrated that
asthmatic subjects cough more than healthy subjects in response to hypertonic aerosols even in that stage of
the challenge when bronchoconstriction is not evident [12, 18]. Even those asthmatic subjects not displaying
a bronchoconstrictive response to mannitol still coughed more than healthy subjects [12]. Furthermore,
pre-treatment with nedocromil and salbutamol, drugs that are capable of effectively inhibiting the
bronchoconstrictive response to hypertonic aerosols, did not prevent the cough response to them [19, 20].
Thus, the cough response to hypertonic aerosols cannot be attributed to the induction of
bronchoconstriction. Instead, the response probably involves an excitation of airway sensory nerves by
hyperosmolarity. The excitation could be either direct or indirect. The latter mechanism indicates a release of
sensory nerve -stimulating agents from local cells by hyperosmolarity. It will be discussed later in this review.
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In dogs and guinea pigs, hypertonic saline stimulates airway afferent A delta and C-fibres [21, 22]. The
airway afferent sensory fibres can be divided to two neurochemically and functionally distinct phenotypes
according to the location of their cell bodies in either the jugular or the nodose ganglia of the vagus
nerve [4, 22]. In the airways of guinea pigs, hypertonic saline selectively stimulates those A delta and
C-fibres which have their cell bodies in the jugular ganglion [22, 23]. Thus, these fibres most probably
mediate the afferent stimulus of the hypertonicity-provoked cough.
The normal osmolarity of the airway surface liquid is 320–340 mOsm [24]. PEDERSEN et al. [23] investigated
in vitro guinea pig tracheal and bronchial preparations. They added solutions with various NaCl
concentrations directly over the fields of interest. The activation of jugular ganglion sensory fibres started
when the concentration of saline exceeded 3% (approximately 900 mosmol·L−1) and increased with
concentration [23]. However, the exact mechanism through which hypertonicity excites the jugular ganglion
fibres is unknown [25]. The excitation may involve an activation of a receptor, which is capable of detecting
hyperosmolarity. Among the many TRP channels, TRPV1 and TRPA1 are highly expressed by C-fibres [26].
TRPV1 has been a major focus in cough research for years. It is known to be involved in the action of the
capsaicin and citric acid tests [27]. However, the cough response to hypertonic aerosols does not involve
TRPV1 since capsazepine, a TRPV1 antagonist that inhibits cough induced by capsaicin and citric acid,
does not inhibit cough provoked by hypertonic saline [2].
TRPA1 can be activated by many environmental irritants [28]. There are some animal studies suggesting
that TRPA1 might also be involved in the sensing of osmolarity [29, 30]. The cough sensitivity to allyl
isothiocyanate, a selective TRPA1 agonist, is significantly higher in patients with chronic cough than in
healthy subjects [28]. The role of TRPA1 in mediating the effects of airway oxidative stress will be
discussed later.
TRPV4 is expressed in airway epithelium, macrophages, smooth muscle and airway A delta sensory fibres,
but not in C-fibres. TRPV4 is thought to act as a sensor of osmotic homeostasis [31, 32]. However,
administration of the TRPV4 antagonist GSK2193874 did not inhibit the cough response to hypertonic
saline in guinea pigs suggesting that this receptor is not involved in hypertonicity-induced cough [25].
Airway C fibres also express P2X3 receptors, which are activated by adenosine triphosphate (ATP). Recent
studies have revealed that P2X3 is very probably involved in chronic cough [8]. ATP is a molecule with
several potential functions, such as an energy source, a transmitter, a paracrine signalling molecule and an
extracellular reporter of ischaemia, damage and inflammation [33]. It has been shown that human lens,
retinal, corneal and conjunctival epithelial cells release ATP in response to hypertonicity [34, 35]. Thus, it
is possible that hypertonicity could activate airway C-fibre P2X3 receptors by stimulating ATP release from
airway epithelial cells.
Ambient hypertonicity causes shrinkage of cells. It is noteworthy that the sensory fibres with their cell
body in the jugular ganglion reach up to the superficial layers of the epithelium, where the osmotic stress
caused by inhaled hypertonic aerosols is most severe [36]. Shrinkage of cells induces a series of regulatory
responses but these are beyond the scope of this review [37]. However, it is possible that one way through
which hypertonicity could activate cough-involved sensory fibres may involve the shrinkage of these fibres.

Short descriptions of the main methods to perform CPTHAs
As with all CPTHAs, hypertonic saline challenge was initially developed to measure the tendency of airway
smooth muscle to constrict in response to external stimuli, i.e. the airway hyperresponsiveness. A method
involving a pre-treatment with inhaled salbutamol has been developed for investigating the cough response
to hypertonic saline [20]. Salbutamol can efficiently prevent the hypertonic saline-induced
bronchoconstriction but does not affect the cough reflex sensitivity in conventional doses [38–43]. Thus,
the bronchoconstriction-provoked cough is eliminated, and the resulting cough is probably provoked
exclusively by hypertonicity. In airway challenges with hypertonic saline, one needs to use high-output
ultrasonic nebulisers that generate aerosols of high density [20, 44, 45]. Prior to the test, spirometry is
performed before and after administration of 0.4 mg of inhaled salbutamol. Subsequently, the subject
inhales isotonic phosphate-buffered saline (osmolality 300 mOsm·kg−1) for 2 min using tidal breathing.
The coughs occurring during and in the 2 min after the inhalation are counted. This number is subtracted
from the coughs provoked by each hypertonic solution. Subsequently, the subjects similarly inhale
phosphate-buffered saline solutions with osmolalities of 600, 900, 1200, 1500, 1800 and 2100 mOsm·kg−1.
The spirometry is repeated at the end of the test. The cough response is expressed as the osmolality needed
to provoke 15 cumulative coughs [20] or as the cumulative number of coughs divided by the final
osmolality administered [13]. Hypertonic saline has also been administered without any pre-medication,
using a constant saline concentration but in a stepwise manner with increasing durations. The response has
been expressed as the total number of coughs provoked during the inhalations and 10 min afterwards [45].
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In the hypertonic histamine challenge, a hand-held ultrasonic nebuliser is used [18, 46]. Histamine
diphosphate is dissolved in hypertonic phosphate-buffered saline to achieve solutions containing 0.0075,
0.015, 0.03, 0.06, 0.125, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0 and 8.0 mg of histamine·mL−1. Hypertonic
phosphate-buffered saline is prepared by using larger concentrations of NaCl than in standard
phosphate-buffered saline, leading to the solutions having osmolality values of 1522–1577 mOsm·kg−1.
Each solution is inhaled for 2 min with tidal breathing. Spirometry is performed twice at 90 s from the
end of each inhalation. The coughs are counted during the 90 s observation period after the inhalation.
The cough response is expressed as the cumulative number of coughs divided by the final histamine
concentration utilised. The bronchoconstrictive response is also reported.
The mannitol test is performed with capsules containing mannitol powder and a disposable inhaler [47].
The challenge kit is commercially available. Following baseline spirometry, an empty capsule is
administered with an inhalation to total lung capacity. Deep inspiration can provoke cough in the most
sensitive individuals [48]. The test continues with increasing doses (5, 10, 20, 40, 2×40, 4×40, 4×40 and
4×40 mg) of mannitol. After the empty capsule, as well as after every dose, all coughs occurring during the
inhalation and during the 60 s period following the inhalation are recorded. In cases when more than one
capsule is utilised, the coughs occurring between capsules are recorded as well and the 60 s time period
starts after the inhalation of the last capsule. The spirometry is performed twice when the 60 s observation
period has passed. The cough response is expressed as the first non-cumulative dose of mannitol that
provokes five coughs (C5) or as the cumulative number of coughs divided by the cumulative dose of
mannitol administered [12, 48, 49]. The bronchoconstrictive response is also reported.
Several methods have been utilised to investigate the cough responsiveness to hyperpnoea. Dry air at
subfreezing [50, 51] and at room temperature [13, 45] have been used. In some studies, a single challenge
at a high ventilation level was exploited [45, 50, 51], in another publication, stepwise increasing ventilation
levels were utilised [13]. Some investigators have utilised salbutamol pre-treatment before hyperpnoea [13],
but others have not adopted this approach [45, 50, 51]. The cough response has been expressed either as
the absolute number of coughs induced by the challenge [45, 50, 51] or by the number of cumulative
coughs divided by the level of ventilation achieved [13]. The bronchoconstrictive response is also reported.

Description of the cough response to CPTHAs
The speed of the cough response may differ between CPTHAs and TRPV1-involved challenges. In guinea
pigs exposed to 10-min inhalations of various cough provoking agents, the coughing started on average
53 s after the start of citric acid inhalation, whereas the coughing in response to hypertonic saline
appeared not until 100 s from the start of inhalation [25]. This difference in the speed of the responses can
also be detected in humans. The cough response to TRPV1-involved cough provocation agents is usually
immediate and transient [1, 48]. On the contrary, when utilising a 2-min tidal breathing technique for the
cough provocation with hypertonic saline, subjects usually can refrain from coughing during the inhalation
and cough most frequently during the first minute after nebulisation [20]. Similarly, subjects can usually
refrain from coughing during a three-minute hyperpnoea of dry air and cough most frequently during the
first minute after the challenge [13]. Coughing can continue for several minutes after these challenges.
However, the cough response to mannitol is usually rapid. Compared with other CPTHAs, the rise in the
osmolarity of the airway lining fluid is probably much faster in the mannitol challenge, which probably
explains the differences in the time courses of the responses.
In some subjects, the cough response to CPTHAs can be severe. At high coughing frequencies, it is more
reliable to count the coughs from a video recording than attempting to measure them during the test.
However, the agreement between simultaneous and video counting of coughs is rather good in CPTHAs [52].

The association of the response to CPTHAs with sex and age
Females are more sensitive than males to the cough-provoking effect of hypertonic saline [20] and
mannitol [48, 49]. A similar sex difference has been reported also in the sensitivity to the TRPV1-involved
cough provoking agents [53–58]. A large study involving 600 subjects has demonstrated that the cough
sensitivity to capsaicin is weakly associated with advanced age [57]. Such an association has not been
documented in CPTHAs but the populations may have been too small to reveal such a weak association.

The repeatability of the cough response to CPTHAs
Most investigators have reported the repeatability of the cough response to CPTHAs to be good. In one
study, an airway challenge with hypertonic histamine was carried out twice in 32 asthmatic subjects, a
median 3 days apart. The intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) of the coughs-to-concentration ratio was
0.97 [18]. In 18 subjects with chronic cough, the hypertonic saline cough provocation test with salbutamol
pre-treatment was performed twice 2–14 days apart. The ICC of the osmolality to provoke 15 coughs was
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0.90 [20]. In 24 subjects with asthma, the mannitol challenge was performed first without pre-treatment
and then with placebo pre-treatment 5–21 days apart. The ICC of the coughs-to-dose ratio was 0.91 [19].
There is one study that observed only moderate repeatability. It included just 13 subjects with chronic,
very mild cough and six healthy subjects. The mannitol challenge was performed twice, separated by
1 week. The ICC of the mannitol C5 was a mere 0.59 [59]. It is possible that the repeatability of the
coughs-to-dose ratio is better than that of the cough threshold values like C5 in the mannitol challenge.

Safety and tolerability of CPTHAs
Airway challenges with hypertonic aerosols have been conducted for decades to investigate airway
hyperresponsiveness in everyday clinical work among thousands of subjects and there are no reports of
serious side effects [60, 61]. In particular, the mannitol challenge has undergone extensive evaluation and
has received regulatory approval in the USA, Europe, Australia and South Korea [47]. Airway challenges
with hypertonic saline and mannitol do not cause significant blood oxygen desaturation [13, 61], nor does
hyperpnoea when performed after salbutamol pre-treatment [13]. The tolerability of the mannitol
challenge, as measured on a visual analogue scale, has been found to be similar to that of the citric acid
test [48]. Hypertonic aerosols can provoke a severe cough response and the tolerability is correlated
with the number of provoked coughs. Some subjects discontinue the tests due to excessive coughing [48].
Some subjects may also experience exhaustion due to cough, nausea, headache and pharyngolaryngeal
pain [48, 61]. The tolerability of CPTHAs might be improved by terminating the test immediately when a
pre-determined cough threshold value has been achieved. However, such a practice would preclude the use
of CPTHA to investigate airway hyperresponsiveness during the same session. As CPTHAs can induce
bronchoconstriction, they should preferably be administered either in a stepwise manner with spirometry
at each step, or after salbutamol pre-treatment [13, 20].

The ability of CPTHAs to differentiate subjects with asthma from healthy subjects
Because airway challenges with hypertonic aerosols were originally developed to investigate airway
hyperresponsiveness, many early CPTHA studies focused on asthmatic subjects. In all studies including
asthmatic and healthy subjects, the cough response to CPTHAs has been shown to be much more severe
in asthmatic subjects (fig. 1). Table 1 shows the studies, which either report the sensitivity and the
specificity values or provide an access to original data to allow their calculation [12, 13, 18, 20, 45, 48, 62].
In these studies, the asthmatic subjects have represented classic asthma with objectively documented
variable airway obstruction but in most of them, the inclusion criteria have included cough as one of the
symptoms.
Cough patients with asthma are usually more sensitive to CPTHAs than cough patients without this
disorder (fig. 2) [20, 48, 62, 63]. However, one study did not corroborate this. In that study, subjects with
chronic idiopathic cough coughed more than asthmatic subjects in response to various CPTHAs [45]. This
discordant result may be explained by the selection of the participants. The inclusion criteria for the
subjects with idiopathic cough included symptomatic cough lasting for at least 2 months and a positive
response to a preceding capsaicin cough provocation test. On the contrary, the asthmatic patients suffered

Healthy subjects

b) 100
Cumulative number of coughs

Cumulative number of coughs

a) 100
80
60
40
20
0

0
30
60
100
Minute ventilation % of predicted maximum

Asthmatic subjects

80
60
40
20
0

0
30
60
100
Minute ventilation % of predicted maximum

FIGURE 1 The cumulative number of coughs in relation to minute ventilation evoked by isocapnic hyperpnoea of dry air challenge in 10 healthy (a)
and 30 asthmatic (b) subjects. The horizontal lines at or below zero indicate subjects who did not cough at all. Reproduced from [13] with
permission.
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TABLE 1 The ability of cough provocation tests with hypertonic aerosols to differentiate subjects with asthma from healthy
subjects
First author [Ref.]

Agent

Cut-off value

KOSKELA [12]
NURMI [48]
JOHANSSON [45]
KOSKELA [20]
PUROKIVI [13]
JOHANSSON [45]
KOSKELA [18]
PUROKIVI [62]
PUROKIVI [13]
JOHANSSON [45]

Mannitol
Mannitol
Mannitol
Hypertonic saline
Hypertonic saline
Hypertonic saline
Hypertonic histamine
Hypertonic histamine
Dry air hyperpnoea
Dry air hyperpnoea

⩾0.8 coughs/100 mg
⩾17.2 coughs/100 mg
⩾48 coughs during the whole test
⩽1428 mOsm·kg−1 to provoke 15 coughs
⩾0.0005 coughs·mOsm−1·kg−1
⩾5 coughs during the whole test
⩾12.2 coughs·mg−1·mL−1
⩾69.2 coughs·mg−1·mL−1
⩾0.085 coughs/MVV%
⩾11 coughs during the whole test

Subjects with
asthma n

Sensitivity

Healthy
subjects n

Specificity

37
11
16
26
36
16
32
30
36
15

78%#
91%#
80%#
62%#
89%#
100%#
62%#
80%
75%#
60%#

10
25
21
19
14
21
15
25
14
21

100%#
92%#
76%#
100%#
93%#
81%#
93%#
96%
100%#
81%#

#
: Calculated from the original data, based on the largest obtainable Youden index. MVV%: minute ventilation level expressed as percentage of
the predicted maximal voluntary ventilation.

85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

b)

Healthy subjects

Cumulative number of coughs

Cumulative number of coughs

a)

900
1200
1600
1800
2100
300
600
Osmolality of the inhaled solution mOsm·kg–1

Cumulative number of coughs

c)

85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

85
80
75
70
65
60
55
50
45
40
35
30
25
20
15
10
5
0

Patients with chronic cough but no asthma

300
600
900
1200
1600
1800
2100
Osmolality of the inhaled solution mOsm·kg–1

Patients with asthma and chronic cough

300
600
900
1200
1600
1800
2100
Osmolality of the inhaled solution mOsm·kg–1
FIGURE 2 The cumulative number of coughs evoked by hypertonic saline challenge in 19 healthy subjects (a), 21 patients with chronic cough but
without asthma (b), and 26 asthmatic patients with chronic cough (c). The dashed line indicates 15 cumulative coughs. The horizontal lines at or
below zero indicate subjects who did not cough at all. Reproduced from [20] with permission.
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from mild asthma and the inclusion criteria included neither symptomatic cough nor capsaicin sensitivity.
Furthermore, the investigators did not relate the number of coughs to the amount of the
bronchoconstrictive agent administered. However, importantly, that study revealed that the cough response
to hyperpnoea, hypertonic saline and mannitol could differentiate the asthmatic subjects from healthy
subjects more clearly than the bronchoconstrictive response to these stimuli [45]. This observation
strongly supports the rationale of measuring the cough response, in addition to the bronchoconstrictive
response, during hypertonic airway challenges in the diagnostic evaluation of asthma.
TRPV1-involved cough provocation tests often fail to differentiate patients with classic asthma from
healthy subjects, especially when utilising the traditional threshold values like C5 to express the cough
sensitivity [4, 45, 58, 64–76]. Therefore, the ability of CPTHAs to clearly differentiate asthmatic and
healthy subjects is a special feature among cough-provocation tests. The asthmatic airway inflammation
involves eosinophils, mast cells and lymphocytes [77]. It is possible that some of these cells might be able
to sense hyperosmolarity and to secrete substances that activate jugular ganglion sensory fibres. Mediator
secretion from mast cells is triggered by the increase in ambient osmolarity [78, 79]. Mast cells secrete,
among other substances, prostaglandin D2 [80]. The prostaglandin D receptor (PTGDR) is expressed in
jugular ganglion sensory neurons [81] and prostaglandin D2 evokes coughing in guinea pigs [82].
However, nedocromil and salbutamol, which are capable of inhibiting mast cell mediator release [80, 83],
were unable to inhibit the cough response to CPTHAs [13, 19, 20, 51]. These findings speak against the
role of mast cell-derived mediators in the hyperosmolarity-induced cough.
It is also possible that the products of the inflammatory cells could sensitise airway sensory fibres. In mice,
cough responses to inhaled irritants are enhanced by eosinophil major basic protein [84]. However, the
cough sensitivity to CPTHAs neither correlates with the exhaled air nitric oxide concentration, a measure
of eosinophilic airway inflammation [20, 63], nor with airway hyperresponsiveness to histamine [12, 20, 63].
Furthermore, baseline cough responsiveness to CPTHAs could not predict the clinical outcomes either
when initiating or terminating therapy with inhaled corticosteroids among subjects with chronic cough
and/or asthma [63, 85]. Therefore, it seems that the mechanism behind the special sensitivity to CPTHAs
in asthma is not directly related to the corticosteroid-sensitive, eosinophilic airway inflammation.
Inflammation increases the production of reactive oxygen (ROS) and nitrogen (RNS) species, leading to
imbalance of oxidants and antioxidants, termed as oxidative stress [77]. Phospholipids, proteins and
nucleic acids are oxidised by ROS causing major cellular dysfunction [86]. Oxidative stress and associated
compounds stimulate afferent C-fibres, most probably by activating TRPA1, but TRPV1 and P2X3 may
also contribute [87]. Exhaled breath condensate (EBC) concentration of 8-isoprostane reflects airway
oxidative stress. It is higher in patients with chronic cough than in healthy subjects and, among the cough
patients, correlates with the impairment in the cough-related quality of life [88]. In asthma, high
concentration of 8-isoprostane in EBC is associated with poor cough-related quality of life and with the
degree of cough responsiveness to dry air hyperpnoea. Among non-smoking asthmatic subjects, the
concentration of 8-isoprostane also correlates with the cough responsiveness to hypertonic saline [89].
Thus, rather than inflammation per se, it may be its consequence, the oxidative stress, that explains the
special cough responsiveness to CPTHAs in asthma.

The ability of CPTHAs to differentiate subjects with non-specific chronic cough from
healthy subjects
Several studies have shown that the cough response to CPTHAs can differentiate subjects with chronic
cough due to various reasons from their non-coughing counterparts. Table 2 presents the studies which
either report the sensitivity and specificity values or provide an access to original data to permit their
calculation [20, 45, 48, 49, 59]. It is noteworthy that the cough sensitivity to mannitol not only
differentiates patients with chronic cough from healthy subjects but also from those with other airway
symptoms [49]. The report of Singapuri et al. differs from the other studies, which are presented in
table 2, by including patients with very mild cough. Their mean Leicester Cough Questionnaire (LCQ)
total score was as high as 17.3 [59]. This may explain the only modest sensitivity of the mannitol test in
their hands. In addition to the studies listed in table 2, one study has reported that patients with chronic
cough are more likely than healthy controls to cough in response to cold air hyperpnoea but the sensitivity
and specificity values were not presented [50].

The correlation between the cough sensitivity to CPTHAs and the subjectively
experienced severity of cough
There seems to be an association between the cough sensitivity to CPTHAs and the subjectively
experienced severity of cough among asthmatic subjects but not among those with non-specific chronic
cough. In 36 subjects with asthma, the cough responses to hypertonic saline and isocapnic hyperpnoea of
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TABLE 2 The ability of cough provocation tests with hypertonic aerosols to differentiate subjects with chronic cough from
healthy subjects
First author
[Ref.]

Agent

Cut-off value

SINGAPURI [59]

Mannitol

KOSKELA [49]
JOHANSSON [45]
NURMI [48]
KOSKELA [20]

Mannitol
Mannitol
Mannitol
Hypertonic saline

JOHANSSON [45]
JOHANSSON [45]

Hypertonic saline
Dry air hyperpnoea

Dose of mannitol⩽550 mg to cause
5 coughs
⩾12.0 coughs·100 mg-1
⩾69 coughs during the whole test
⩾5.4 coughs·100 mg-1
Osmolality⩽2213 mOsm·kg−1 to provoke
15 coughs
⩾11 coughs during the whole test
⩾14 coughs during the whole test

Subjects with
chronic cough n

Sensitivity

Healthy
subjects n

Specificity

13

62%

16

81%

17
22
36
47

82%#
95%#
92%#
66%#

15
21
25
19

100%#
90%#
64%#
84%#

21
23

95%#
95%#

21
21

95%#
86%#

#

: Calculated from the original data, based on the largest obtainable Youden index.

dry air were significantly greater among subjects with insufficient asthma control than among subjects
with good asthma control [90]. Furthermore, the LCQ total score correlated significantly with the
hypertonic saline coughs-to-dose ratio (R=- 0.66; p<0.001) and the hyperpnoea coughs-to-ventilation ratio
(R=−0.49; p=0.002) [90]. Importantly, asthma control and cough-related quality of life were more closely
associated with cough responsiveness to these CPTHAs than with traditional asthma severity indices, such
as exhaled nitric oxide concentration, spirometric indices, bronchodilator response and ambulatory peak
flow variation. On the contrary, in a study examining 43 subjects with non-specific chronic cough,
hypertonic saline coughs-to-osmolality value did not correlate statistically significantly with LCQ total
score [63]. Furthermore, a recent study failed to find a statistically significant association between the
cough response to mannitol and the LCQ total score in 36 subjects with chronic cough due to various
reasons [48].

The ability of the CPTHAs to monitor the resolution of cough
There are three prospective, follow-up trials in which CPTHAs have been performed repeatedly during the
treatment of patients exhibiting respiratory symptoms. In a study involving asthmatic subjects, the change
in the severity of the cough response to mannitol correlated well with changes in the symptom sum and
subjective cough severity after the commencement of treatment with inhaled budesonide [12]. In another
study, 16 steroid-naïve asthmatics and 10 non-asthmatic, symptomatic patients received inhaled
beclomethasone for 8 weeks. In the asthmatic patients, both the subjective cough severity and the cough
response to hypertonic histamine decreased statistically significantly whereas neither value changed
statistically significantly in the non-asthmatic, symptomatic patients [91]. In another study, 43 subjects
with chronic cough received inhaled budesonide for 12 weeks. During the treatment, the cough sensitivity
to hypertonic saline decreased only among those individuals exhibiting a clinically important improvement
in the cough-related quality of life [63]. Thus, the responsiveness to CPTHAs declines during successive
treatment of chronic cough and these tests can be used in clinical trials to objectively document the
resolution of cough.

The ability of CPTHAs to predict the long-term prognosis of chronic cough
Only one study has investigated this issue; it examined 89 subjects with chronic cough, both asthmatic and
non-asthmatic. In a multivariate analysis, regular cough at 5 years after the initial evaluation was
associated with either chronic rhinitis or oesophageal reflux disease, baseline mild airway responsiveness to
histamine and baseline strong cough responsiveness to hypertonic saline [92]. This study suggested that a
high sensitivity to CPTHAs may predict a long-term dysfunction of the cough reflex arc.

The ability of the CPTHAs to predict the outcome of the commencement or
discontinuation of inhaled corticosteroids
The bronchoconstrictive response to hypertonic aerosols has been shown to predict the symptomatic
response to inhaled corticosteroids [93, 94] and to predict the outcome after their discontinuation [95].
Therefore, it was considered important to investigate whether the cough response to them could also be
predictive in these settings. However, these studies have been negative. In one study, the cough sensitivity
to hypertonic saline was determined in 43 subjects with chronic cough for various reasons. A treatment
with inhaled budesonide was initiated and continued for 3 months. The symptomatic response, in terms of
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LCQ total score change, could not be predicted by the baseline cough sensitivity to hypertonic saline [63].
Another study examined 55 well-controlled asthmatic subjects with combination asthma therapy. A
stepwise reduction of medication was started with the goal of terminating all inhaled therapies. A cough
provocation test with hypertonic saline was performed before each step. The cough response to it could
not predict the outcome (exacerbation or not) of the medication reductions [85]. These findings suggest
that the cough response to CPTHAs cannot be used to predict the role of corticosteroids in the
management of a patient’s respiratory symptoms.

Comparisons between CPTHAs and TRPV1-involved cough provocation tests
There are very few human studies in which the same subjects have been challenged with both a CPTHA
and TRPV1-involved tests. CHO et al. investigated 49 patients with chronic cough and 15 healthy controls,
challenging them with cold air hyperpnoea and capsaicin [50]. Those with an increased cough sensitivity
to capsaicin also exhibited the largest cough responses to cold air hyperpnoea and there was a statistically
significant correlation between the responses [50]. In the study by JOHANSSON et al. [45], subjects with
idiopathic chronic cough were much more sensitive to capsaicin than subjects with mild asthma and
furthermore, the former group also showed more severe cough responses to mannitol, dry air hyperpnoea
and hypertonic saline. Finally, NURMI et al. [48] challenged 36 subjects with chronic cough and 25 healthy
subjects with mannitol and citric acid. In the subjects with chronic cough, the responsiveness to mannitol
correlated well with that to citric acid (r=0.65, p<0.001; fig. 3) [48]. These findings show that the responses
to CPTHAs and TRPV1-mediated cough provocation tests correlate rather well in spite of the differences
in the mechanisms of action. These findings suggest that the hypersensitivity of the cough reflex arc in
chronic cough may not be linked to a specific receptor in the airway sensory nerve cell. However, this view
has also been challenged [28].

Conclusions
A strong body of evidence shows that CPTHAs can effectively differentiate both asthmatic subjects and
subjects with chronic cough from their healthy counterparts. CPTHAs are safe and well tolerated and the
response is repeatable. There is preliminary evidence that they may be able to predict the prognosis of
chronic cough and that in clinical trials, they can mirror the resolution of cough. When performed
without pre-medication, these tests can assess both the tendency of the airway muscles to constrict and the
sensitivity of the cough reflex arc. These two response types are independent. Therefore, recording of both
would provide comprehensive information about a patient complaining of various long-term respiratory
symptoms.
There are several different ways to perform CPTHAs. If performed after salbutamol pre-treatment, the
hypertonic saline and the dry air hyperpnoea tests allow an investigation of the cough reflex without the
confusing effects of induced bronchoconstriction [20]. Special equipment is needed to perform them and
therefore, these tests are most suitable for research purposes aiming to explore the mechanisms of
hypertonicity-provoked cough. The mannitol test may be more suitable for clinical studies in large
populations. In addition, it could also be used in everyday clinical work. It has been stringently
standardised, it is easy to administer with simple equipment and has regulatory approval for assessment of

r=0.65, p<0.001

Mannitol CDR coughs·100 mg–1

1000

FIGURE 3 The correlation between
the coughs-to-dose ratios (CDR) of
mannitol and citric acid among 36
subjects with chronic cough. r=0.65,
p<0.001. Reproduced from [48] with
permission.
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airway hyperresponsiveness [48]. For these reasons it is already widely used around the world. We
recommend manual counting of the coughs during the mannitol test, in addition to the standard
assessment of the bronchoconstrictive response. Video recordings and cough counting after the test are
not mandatory [52]. We suggest a cut-off value of 5 coughs per 100 mg in order to gain high sensitivity to
demonstrate an abnormally functioning cough reflex arc by mannitol test [48] and 12 coughs per 100 mg
in order to gain high specificity [49]. By these means, the measurement of the function of the cough reflex
arc can now be transferred from research laboratories to the routine assessment of patients with
respiratory symptoms in the clinic.
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